
Meteorology
Review Packet 

Answer Key
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What is the atmosphere?
The thin envelope of gases 
surrounding the Earth.
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List the layers of the atmosphere from 
surface upwards.

1. Troposphere - weather happens; gets colder going up 

2. Stratosphere - contains ozone layer; gets warmer going up

3. Mesosphere - meteoroids burn up; gets colder going up

4. Thermosphere - contains ionosphere; auroras occur here

5. Exosphere - satellites orbit here
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What marks the boundaries of new 
atmospheric layers?

Temperature changes 

mark the boundaries 

between atmospheric 

layers.
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Identify the two gases that compose 
most of the atmosphere.

1. Nitrogen (N2) @ 78%

2. Oxygen (O2) @ 21%
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What is needed for clouds to form?

In order for clouds to form three things are needed.

1. Water vapor in the air
2. Condensation nuclei - particles for the vapor to 

condense onto
3. The air must be at or below the dew point.
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Cloud type to produce heavy rain & 
storms:

Cumulonimbus clouds

(cumulo = cluster)

(nimbus = rain)
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Cloud type to produce light rain all day:

Nimbostratus clouds

(Nimbo = rain)

(Stratus = blanket)
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High thin wispy clouds that look like 
feathers...

Cirrus clouds
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Draw a diagram of a warm front
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Draw a diagram of a cold front
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The boundary between 2 air masses...

… is called a front.
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What is humidity?

The amount of water vapor in 
the air.
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Describe relative humidity?

The amount of water vapor in 
the air compared to the 
amount of water vapor that 
could be in the air.
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What factors affect humidity?
Air temperature is the primary factor in 
determining relative humidity.

Warmer air can hold more water vapor 
compared to cooler air.

Cooler air will have a higher relative 
humidity than warm air.
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Describe dew point..
Dew point is the temperature at which 
water vapor in the air will condense onto 
objects.

If below freezing the water vapor turns 
to frost.
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What is the Coriolis Effect?

The deflection of currents (water & wind) 
due to the rotation of the Earth.  

Curving to right in northern hemisphere 
and left in southern hemisphere.
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Name the major air masses & 
characteristics.
mP - Maritime Polar - Cold & wet

mT - Maritime Tropical - Warm & wet

cP - Continental Polar - Cold & dry

cT - Continental Tropical - Warm & dry
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What two things create ocean currents?
1. Surface currents = wind & coriolis effect.
2. Deep currents = Salinity & density differences.
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What is El Nino?
El Nino = abnormal 
climate event that 
occurs every 2-7 
years, bringing 
warmer than usual 
water east toward 
South America.

(top picture)
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What is La Nina?
La Nina = abnormal 
climate event that 
brings cooler than 
usual water east 
toward South 
America.

(bottom picture)
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How can ocean currents affect climate 
for places near the coast?
A surface current warms or 
cools the air above it, 
influencing the climate of the 
land near the coast.
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Draw a diagram of land & sea breezes.
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How are winds created?

Wind is caused by the 
uneven heating of the 
atmosphere creating 
differences in air pressure.
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What instrument is used to measure 
wind speed?

Anemometer
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Describe each type of heat transfer.
1. Conduction: 

- transfer of heat by direct contact.

2. Convection: 

- transfer of heat by flowing fluids, liquids & gases.

3. Radiation: 

- transfer of heat from the sun’s electromagnetic 
spectrum, Infrared 26



Draw the symbol for a warm front & 
include temp, humidity, & clouds.

Moves slowly

Warm & humid = light rain or snow

Warm & dry = scattered clouds
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Draw the symbol for a cold front & 
include temp, humidity, & clouds.

Moves quickly - abrupt weather changes

Cool & humid = heavy rain or snow

Cool & dry = only cloudy sky
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Draw the symbol for a stationary front & 
include temp, humidity, & clouds.

Stalled out in an area.

Rain, snow, fog, clouds.

Can be several days of precip leading to flooding
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Draw the symbol for a occluded front & 
include temp, humidity, & clouds.

Warm air is trapped from surface by two cold air masses.

Warm humid = possible rain or snow

Cooler temperatures.
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High Pressure: (aka: anticyclone)
Clouds - none, very low 
humidity

Temperature - cooler air 
from high in troposphere

Wind Direction - clockwise 
spirals outward from center 
toward low pressure
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Low Pressure: (aka: cyclone)
Clouds - many, humid air

Temperature - warm air 
rises and cools to form 
clouds.

Wind Direction - 
counterclockwise spirals 
inward toward low pressure 
center
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